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ABSTRACT

With the increasing demand for interactive aerial operations, the application of aerial manipulators is becoming
more promising. However, there are a few critical problems on how to improve the energetic efficiency and pose
control of the aerial manipulator for practical application. In this paper, a novel cable-driven aerial manipulator used
for remote water sampling is proposed and then its rigid-flexible coupling dynamics model is constructed which
takes joint flexibility into account. To achieve high precision joint position tracking under lumped disturbances,
a newly controller, which consists of three parts: linear extended state observer, adaptive super-twisting strategy,
and fractional-order nonsingular terminal sliding mode control, is proposed. The linear extended state observer
is adopted to approximate unmeasured states and unknown lumped disturbances and achieve model-free control
structure. The adaptive super-twisting strategy and fractional-order nonsingular terminal sliding mode control are
combined together to achieve good control performance and counteract chattering problem. The Lyapunov method
is utilized to prove the overall stability and convergence of the system. Lastly, various visualization simulations and
ground experiments are conducted, verifying the effectiveness of our strategy, and all outcomes demonstrate its
superiorities over the existing control strategies.
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Nomenclature

M Inertia matrix
C Coriolis and centrifugal matrix
G Gravitational force vector
J Inertia matrix of motors
D Damping matrix of motors
Ks Joint stiffness matrix
Kd Joint damping matrix
q Angular position vector of links
θ Angular position vector of motors
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u Vector of motor torque
τ ext Disturbance torque vector
N Lumped disturbances
M Constant diagonal gain matrix
L Observer gain matrix
z Estimation of system states
Dα Fractional derivative and integration
ω0 Observer bandwidth
ε1 Estimation error of LESO

1 Introduction

Recently, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), as a special robotic system, have been widely used
in various aerial applications including aerial photography [1], mapping [2] and emergency search
[3] benefiting from their high maneuverability and low cost. Unfortunately, most existing UAVs can
only perform some perceptional tasks passively while being unable to interact with the environment
actively. Hence, researchers have tried to develop aerial manipulators [4–7], which is composed of
UAVs and multiple degrees of freedom manipulators or grippers. Thanks to the dexterous motion
capacity of the aircrafts, aerial manipulators can achieve aerial-ground interaction activities such as
remote scientific sampling [8], aerial grasping [9], and ground target capture [10]. However, existing
robotic manipulators mounted on the flying robots are mainly classical rigid robotic arms, which in
turn bring in large moving mass and low operation accuracy. To handle this problem, scholars applied
the cable-drive technology to the robotic manipulator [11], so that the drive motors can be placed at the
base, thereby reducing the inertia and energy consumption of the robotic arm. In contrast, since the
driving cable is flexible, this will also lead to a decrease in the overall stiffness of the aerial manipulator,
which in turn makes the system extremely sensitive to external disturbances and its own vibration [12].
Hence, it remains a challenging job to develop a high-performance control strategy to realize the anti-
disturbance operation of the cable-driven aerial manipulators under lumped uncertainties such as joint
flexibility, time-varying disturbance, and unmodeled dynamics.

To effectively solve the above issue, various robust control schemes for aerial manipulators have
already been designed and investigated including sliding mode control (SMC) [13], adaptive control
[14], H-infinity control [15], etc. Among these methodologies, SMC has been broadly implemented in
robotic manipulators owing to its strong robustness and fast response. Although providing excellent
control performance, some issues including the incapacity to converge finite-time and the chattering
phenomena still reduce the applicability of the classical SMC. To guarantee convergence in finite time,
terminal SMC (TSMC) [16] and its variants such as fast TSMC (FTSMC) [17], fast nonsingular TSMC
(FNTSMC) [18] and fractional-order (FO) nonsingular TSMC (FONTSMC) [19] have been proposed.
By combing NTSMC with FO technique, the FONTSMC can achieve fast convergence speed and
high tracking accuracy, so it has been used in many applications [20,21]. Li et al. [20] proposed
a FONTSMC method for space tethered satellite system that effectively avoided the singularity
problem and ensured finite-time convergence, improving the deployment performance of the system.
To counteract chattering effect, many techniques have been proposed that can be mentioned, such as
boundary layer scheme [22], fuzzy logic control [23], and super-twisting (ST) method [24]. ST method
can both avoid chattering occurrence and achieve excellent performance, so it has been a hotpot in
recent literature [25–27]. Bastola et al. [25] designed a super-twisting sliding mode controller for a
spherical robot, which was demonstrated through simulation to be able to track the given trajectory
under complex disturbances, while the chattering was effectively suppressed. Although excellent results
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have been achieved with above approaches, most of them are model-based schemes that rely on
accurate mathematical models.

To employ these methods easily in complex practical applications, scholars have tried to find
methods that do not need precise system information as much as possible. In these methods [28–30],
the lumped disturbances such as unmodelled dynamics, unknown uncertainties and disturbances are
estimated by the observers. Linear extended state observer (LESO) is well-known as a simple structure
observer that can estimate not only disturbances but also unmeasured states, making it easier to
implement in engineering. Thanks to its model-free feature, LSEO is applied in many systems such as
quadrotor [31], mobile robot [32], underwater vehicle [33] and robotics manipulator [34]. The adoption
of LESO will, however, inevitably lead to estimation errors, which could result in a reduction in control
performance. Hence, LESOs are usually combined with other control techniques, such as backstepping
scheme [35], fuzzy logic control [36] and SMC [37], etc. Despite the good control performance achieved
by these methods, to the authors’ best knowledge, the application of LESO-based anti-disturbance
control strategy to cable-driven aerial manipulator has rarely been reported. So, in this article, we
combine FONTMSC, adaptive ST (AST) and LESO to propose a mode-free robust control strategy,
aiming to realize the accurate control for the cable-driven aerial manipulator in joint space. Firstly, a
virtual prototype of the cable-driven aerial manipulator was designed according to the operational task
requirements, and then the rigid-flexible coupled dynamics model of the system was obtained by the
Lagrange-Euler method. In the controller, the FONTSMC is adopted to guarantee fast convergence
and singularity elimination while the adaptive STA counteracts chattering problem and enhance good
tracking accuracy. The LESO is used to approximate the lumped uncertainties and enhance the control
performance. The convergence and stability of our controller designed in this article are then proved
utilizing the Lyapunov method, and eventually its effectiveness and superiorities are validated by
visualization simulations and ground experiments.

The major contributions of our research are briefly summarized as follows:

1) A cable-driven aerial manipulator used for remote water sampling has been designed. The
adoption of cable-driven technique makes drive motors installed at the base, therefore the
energy consumption and the dynamics coupling effect of the system are significantly reduced.

2) To achieve high precision trajectory tracking in joint space under lumped disturbances, an
observer-based robust control strategy is proposed. Combining the LESO as basic framework
and utilizing FONTSMC along with AST, the proposed strategy can achieve good control
performance while being model-free.

3) To demonstrate the validity and superiorities of our designed strategy, visualization simulations
and ground test experiments are performed compared with existing other control strategies.

The rest of this article is arranged as follows: The structure of our proposed cable-driven aerial
manipulator and its rigid-flexible coupled dynamics model are presented in Section 2. Section 3
describes the control design, which includes the LESO design and the AST-FONTSMC design. In
Section 4, the convergence and stability of control strategy is proved. Then, various simulations and
experiments are performed in Sections 5 and 6, demonstrating the effectiveness of our proposed
controller. Lastly, some noteworthy conclusions and further works are presented in Section 7.
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2 System Description
2.1 Structure Design

The cable-driven aerial manipulator we designed is shown in Fig. 1, it is composed mainly of a
rotorcraft and a 2-DOF cable-driven manipulator. And they are held together by a pod in which the
drive motors, power supply, water pump, and other devices are placed. This aerial robotic system is
used to complete the task of collecting water samples at the drain mouth, which can help the scholars
greatly reduce the effort and time required for sampling. In the specific task, ground personnel must
first manipulate the cable-driven aerial manipulator flight to hover near the mouth of the sewage pipe,
and then control the arm to make the end effector extend into the pipe for sampling by the water pump.
As we can see, if the manipulator is a conventional one, the mass ratio between arm and quadrotor
will increase, thus amplifying the coupling effect between the two. Then the huge dynamic coupling
effect will cause greater interference with the hovering of the quadrotor and, in severe cases, may even
cause it to tip over [38]. Furthermore, if the arm mass is large, it will result in a short battery life, a low
load capacity, and poor pose control.

Figure 1: Virtual prototype of cable-driven aerial manipulator used for water sampling

To minimize the mass of manipulator, we employ cable drive technology (as shown in Fig. 2),
which allows the two drive motors to be housed within the pod. Meanwhile, with the exception of
critical components such as the joint shaft and linkages, all other components are made of 3D printed
lightweight nylon, substantially lowering the arm’s mass. The designed cable-driven robot arm has a
fully extended length of 515 mm and a moving part mass of 221 g, while the entire system weighs
2651 g. The mass ratio of the moving elements to the total mass of the system is only 0.083, which
considerably reduces the influence of their coupling on the system’s control. Additionally, it should be
highlighted that this research focuses exclusively on the dynamics of the cable-driven robotic arm and
the controller architecture, excluding the investigation of aircraft dynamics and control.

Figure 2: 3D model of the cable-driven manipulator
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2.2 Dynamical Modeling
When the cable-driven manipulator is in motion, the drive motor transmits the torque to the joint

axis through the flexible cable. Obviously, the flexibility of the cable is mainly concentrated at the joint.
So, the joint of the cable-driven manipulator can be treated as a flexible one and furtherly simplified to
a linear spring for modelling and analyzing [39], as shown in Fig. 3. Using the Lagrange-Euler method,
we can derive the rigid-flexible coupling dynamics model of our designed cable-driven manipulator as
follows:

Mq̈ + Cq̇ + G + τ ext = K s(θ − q) + K d(θ̇ − q̇) (1)

J θ̈ + Dθ̇ + K s(θ − q) + K d(θ̇ − q̇) = u (2)

where M is the inertia matrix of links, C is Coriolis and centrifugal matrix and G is the gravitational
force vector. J and D denote the inertia and damping matrix of motors individually. Ks and Kd denote
the stiffness and damping matrices of joint. q and θ represent the angular position vector of links and
motors, individually. τ ext represents the disturbance torque vector, and u is the vector of motor torque
which is also the output of controller.

Figure 3: Simple model of flexible joint

Combining Eqs. (1) and (2), we can get the dynamics model of cable-driven manipulator which is
driven directly by motors:

Mq̈ + Cq̇ + G + J θ̈ + Dθ̇ + τ ext = u (3)

Actually, exact dynamics model of cable-driven manipulator is usually difficult to obtain. So, we
adopt a diagonal gain matrix M to estimate the dynamic properties of system and further rewrite the
Eq. (3) as

u = Mq̈ + N (4)

where N represents the lumped disturbances containing system uncertainties and external disturbances
defined as

N = (M − M)q̈ + Cq̇ + G + J θ̈ + Dθ̇ + τ ext (5)

3 Controller Design
3.1 Design of LESO

As can be seen in Eq. (4), the lumped disturbance N is so complex and nonlinear that it is difficult
to obtain the accurate value using conventional methods. Hence, LESO is introduced in this section
to estimate the lumped disturbance N , and the actual system can be reduced to two second-order
subsystems. For simplicity, the design process of our control strategy in this article is deduced using
the joint 1 subsystem as an example:
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{
q̈1 = M1

−1
(u1 − N1)

y1 = q1

(6)

where y1 is the system output.

Rewrite the Eq. (6) into the form of state space equation:{
ẋ = Ax + Bu + Ef
y = Cx (7)

where x = [q1, q̇1]
T , u = u1, y = y1 f = −M1

−1
N1 and other matrices can be defined as

A =
[

0 1
0 0

]
, B =

[
0
M1

−1

]
, E =

[
0
1

]
, C =

[
1
0

]T

Supposing that the disturbance N1 is differentiable, it can be expanded to a new state x3. Then,
rewrite Eq. (7) as follows:{

ż = Az + Bu + Eh
y = Cz

(8)

where z = [q1, q̇1, x3]
T, h = ḟ , x3 = −M1

−1
N1 and other matrices can be defined as

A =
⎡
⎣0 1 0

0 0 1
0 0 0

⎤
⎦ , B =

⎡
⎣0

M1

−1

0

⎤
⎦ , E =

⎡
⎣0

0
1

⎤
⎦ , C =

⎡
⎣1

0
0

⎤
⎦

T

Finally, the linear extended state observers for system (6) can be suggested as{ ˙̂z = Âz + Bu + L(y − ŷ)

ŷ = Cẑ
(9)

where ŷ is the system output, ẑ = [
q̂1,̂̇q1, x̂3

]T
is the estimation of z, q̂1,̂̇q1, x̂3 are the estimation of

system states. L = [β, β2, β3]
T = [ξ1ωo, ξ2ωo, ξ3ωo]

T denotes the observer gain matrix, ω0 > 0 is observer
bandwidth. Selecting the appropriate ξi(i = 1, 2, 3) by the pole assignment [40] allows the observer to
track each state variable in the system (6).

3.2 Design of AST-FONTSM
Taking joint 1 as an example to extrapolate the design process of our control scheme. Joint position

tracking error and its first order derivative are defined as e1 = q1r − q̂1, ė1 = q̇1r − ̂̇q1. For realizing
high control accuracy and convergence speed in sliding phase, the following FONTSM surface is
designed as

s1 = ė1 + a11Db11 [sig(e1)
c11 ] + a21Db21−1 [sig(e1)

c21 ] (10)

where 0 < b11, b21, c11, c21 < 1, a11, a21 are the positive parameters to be designed. sig(x)α = |x|α sign(x),
Dα(0 < α < 1) represents Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative and integration, it can be defined
as follows:

Definition 1 [41]. The αth order Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative and integration of
function f (t) with respect to t are given by

t0
Dα

t f (t) = dαf (t)
dtα

= 1
�(1 − α)

d
dt

∫ t

t0

f (τ )

(t − τ)α
dτ (11)
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t0
Iα

t f (t) = 1
�(α)

∫ t

t0

f (τ )

(t − τ)1−α
dτ (12)

where 0 < α < 1, t0 is the terminal value, and �(α) = ∫ ∞
0

e−ttα−1dt is the Euler’s Gamma function. For
simplicity, Dα is used in this paper to denote t0

Dα

t .

Taking the derivative of Eq. (9) and combining with Eq. (5) yields

ṡ1 = q̈1r − M1

−1
(u1 − N1) + a11Db11+1 [sig(e1)

c11 ] + a21Db21 [sig(e1)
c21 ] (13)

In order to further achieve high performance and strong robustness in the reaching phase, we
adopt the AST method as follows:

ṡ1 = −η̂11sig(s1)
0.5 + μ1 (14)

μ̇1 = −η̂21sgn(s1) (15)

where η̂11 and η̂21 are the adaptive parameter updated as

η̂11 =
⎧⎨
⎩

−θ11, if η̂11 ≥ η11max

−θ21, if η11min < η̂11 < η1, |si| < �1

θ11, if η̂11 ≤ η11 min or η11 min < η̂11 < η11 max , |si| ≥ �1

(16)

η̂21 = θ31η̂11 (17)

where θ11, θ21(θ21 > θ11), θ31, �1 are constant parameters. As can be seen in (16), the adaptive law has
two different speeds. The decreasing speed will increase from θ11 to θ21 once the tracking performance
is reasonably satisfying and the adaptive parameter η̂11 is in design range. Therefore, the control
performance can be maximized while the noise effect is suppressed.

Finally, combining Eqs. (13)–(15), the control law of joint 1 can be given as

u1 = M1ϕ1 + N̂1

ϕ1 = q̈1r + a11Db11+1 [sig(e1)
c11 ] + a21Db21 [sig(e1)

c21 ] + η̂11sig(s1)
0.5 + η̂21

∫ t

0
sgn(s1)dt

(18)

Similarly, we can get the control law of joint 2 as follows:

u2 = M2ϕ2 + N̂2

ϕ2 = q̈2r + a12Db12+1 [sig(e2)
c12 ] + a22Db22 [sig(e2)

c22 ] + η̂21sig(s1)
0.5 + η̂22

∫ t

0
sgn(s1)dt

(19)

with N̂1 and N̂2 are defined as (9). The structure of proposed LESO-based AST-FONTSM control
strategy is described in Fig. 4. As can be seen from the diagram, our control strategy only needs the
reference and actual signals qd and q except some controller parameters. All other signals including
angular tracking error e and ė, FONTSM surface s and LESO output are obtained via qd and q.
Obviously, our proposed scheme does not rely on any system dynamics. Hence, a model-free control
scheme is ensured.
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Figure 4: Structure of the proposed strategy

4 Stability and Convergence Analysis

Lemma 1 [42]. For a nonlinear system ẋ = f (x, u), suppose that there is a continuous function
V(x), coefficients λ > 0, 0 < μ < 1, 0 < ω < ∞ such that

V̇(x) ≤ −λVμ(x) + ω (20)

Meanwhile, the system ẋ = f (x, u) is practical finite-time stable and the states will be bounded in
finite time t ≤ T as

T ≤ V 1−μ(x0)

λδ0(1 − μ)
(21)

where 0 < δ0 < 1, V(x0) is the initial value of V(x).

Lemma 2 [43]. The fractional integration operators Ic
a+ and Ic

b− with R(c) > 0 are bounded in
Lp(a, b), 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞:∥∥Ic

a+y
∥∥

p
≤ K ‖y‖p ,

∥∥Ic
b−y

∥∥
p
≤ K ‖y‖p (H = (b − a)�(c)

�(c) |�(c)|) (22)

For simplify, we also use the joint 1 to prove the convergence and stability of our designed strategy.
Combining the above control law (18) with (6), the error dynamic equation can be obtained as follows:

ṡ1 = −η̂11sig(s1)
0.5 − ρ21s1 + μ1

μ̇1 = −η̂21sgn(s1) + ε̇1
(23)

where ε1 = M1

−1
(N1 − N̂1) = M1

−1
N1 − x̂3 is estimation error of LESO.

Then, two steps are followed to demonstrate the stability.
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First, the Eq. (23) is rewritten and a new vector x1 = [x11, x21]
T = [sig(s1)

0.5μ1]
T is introduced so

that the stability can be conveniently proved. And, the Eq. (23) can be given:

ẋ11 = 1
2 |x11|(−η̂11x11 + x21)

ẋ21 = − η̂21

|x11|x11 + ε̇1

(24)

Then, the Eq. (24) can be further expressed as[
ẋ11

ẋ21

]
= 1

2 |x11|
[−η̂11 1
−2η̂21 0

] [
x11

x21

]
+ 1

2 |x11|
[

0 0
0 2 |x11|

] [
1
ε̇1

]
(25)

Because of the first order derivative of LESO error ε̇1 is bounded as ε̇1 ≤ ξ1, where ξ1 is a positive
constant (bounded proof of ε̇1 can be found in [44]). Hence, there is a bounded function f11(e1, t) such
that |f11(e1, t)| ≤ ξ1 holds for t ≥ 0. Then, the LESO error ε̇1can be further expressed as

ε̇1 = −f11(e, t)sgn(x11) = −f11(e, t)
x11

|x11| (26)

Combining (25) and (26), a compact form can be obtained

ẋ1 = A(x11)x1 (27)

where A(x11) is defined as

A(x11) = 1
2 |x11|

[−η̂11 1
−2η̂21 − 2f11(e1, t) 0

]
(28)

Thus, we can conclude from the above analytical process that if x1 can converge in finite time, the
FONTSM surface s1 will also be finite-time bounded.

Second, the stability analysis of our controller is performed. The following Lyapunov function is
chosen

V(x11, x21, η̂11, η̂21) = V0(x1) + 1
2

∼
η11

2 + 1
2
η̃2

21 (29)

where η̃11 = η̂11 − η11,η̃21 = η̂21 − η21 and V0(x1) is given as

V0(x1) = (k1 + 4θ 2
21)x

2
11 − 4x11x21θ21 + x2

21 = xT
1 K1x1

K1 =
[

k1 + 4θ 2
21 −2θ21

−2θ21 1

]
(30)

where k1 > 0, η11, η21 are some coefficients. In fact, the adaptive parameters η̂11 and η̂21 are determined
by x1. So, the Lyapunov V(x11, x21, η̂11, η̂21) can be rewritten as V(x1). Obviously, K1 will be positive
definite with k1 > 0. Then, the following inequality will hold for V0(x1)

λmin {K1} ‖x1‖2
2 ≤ V0(x1) ≤ λmax {K1} ‖x1‖2

2 (31)

Remark 1. Note that the chosen Lyapunov function V1 is continuous while not locally Lipschitz
because it cannot be differentiated at x1 = 0. As a result, it is unable to adopt the common second
Lyapunov method here. Nevertheless, we can still use the Zubov’s theorem [45,46] which only requires
the Lyapunov function is continuous to prove the convergence. Furthermore, where the derivative of
V1 does not exist, the arguments given in [47] are used. The details on this issue can be found in [45].
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Differentiating (29) and combing with (27):

V̇(x1) = V̇0(x1) + η̃11
˙̂η11 + η̃21

˙̂η21 = − 1
2 |x11|x

T
1 P1x1 + η̃11

˙̂η11 + η̃21
˙̂η21 (32)

Combing with (17), the symmetric matrix P1 can be given as

P1 =
[

P1−11 P1−12

P1−21 P1−22

]
=

[
2k1η̂11 − 8θ21f11 2f11 − k1 − 4θ21

2

2f11 − k1 − 4θ21
2 4θ21

]
(33)

The V̇0(x1) will be negative definite when P1 > 0, which can be easily fulfilled under the subsequent
situation

η̂11 ≥ (k1 + 4θ21
2 − 2f11)

8θ21k1

+ 4θ21f11

k1

(34)

For V̇0(x1), the following inequality can be obtained

V̇0(x1) ≤ − 1
2 |x11|λmin {P1} ‖x1‖2

2 (35)

Considering |x11| = |s1|1/2 ≤ ‖x1‖2 ≤ V 1/2
0 (x1)/λ

1/2
min {K1} and combing (31) and (35), we can have

the following inequality:

V̇0(x1) ≤ −λ
1/2
min {K1} λmin(P1)

2λmax {K1} V 1/2
0 (x1) = −λ11V 1/2

0 (x1) (36)

where λ11 = λ
1/2
min {K1} λmin(P1)

2λmax {K1}
Substituting (36) into (32) yields

V̇(x1) ≤ −λ11V 1/2
0 (x1) + η̃11

˙̂η11 + η̃21
˙̂η21

= −λ11V 1/2
0 (x1) − λ21√

2
|η̃11| − λ31√

2
|η̃21| + η̃11

˙̂η11 + η̃21
˙̂η21 + λ21√

2
|η̃11| + λ31√

2
|η̃21| (37)

Considering the inequality (a2 + b2 + c2)1/2 ≤ |a| + |b| + |c| and the definition of V(x1), (37) can
be further given as

V̇(x1) ≤ −λ01V 1/2(x1) + η̃11
˙̂η11 + η̃21

˙̂η21 + λ21√
2

|η̃11| + λ31√
2

|η̃21|

= −λ01V 1/2(x1) + � (38)

where λ01 = min(λ11, λ21, λ31), � = η̃11
˙̂η11 + η̃21

˙̂η21 + λ21√
2

|η̃11| + λ31√
2

|η̃21|.

It is obvious that η̃11, η̃21, ˙̂η11, ˙̂η21 are bounded considering the adaptive law (16) and (17), so the Ψ

is bounded. Furthermore, it can be concluded from Lemma1 that the system state x1 is also finite-time
bounded.

In fact, system state x1 is composed of FONTSM variable s1, so we can conclude that s1 will
converge into |s1| ≤ Φ in finite time. Furthermore, the finite-time boundness of the tracking error e1

can be demonstrated as follows.

Taking (13) into consideration, we have

s1 = ė1 + a11Db11 [sig(e1)
c11 ] + a21Db21−1 [sig(e1)

c21 ] , |s1| ≤ Φ (39)
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Eq. (39) can be rewritten into two forms as follows:

ė1 + a11Db11 [sig(e1)
c11 ] + (a21 − s1(Db21−1 [sig(e1)

c21 ])−1)Db21−1 [sig(e1)
c21 ] = 0 (40)

ė1 + (a11 − s1(Db11 [sig(e1)
c11 ])−1)Db11 [sig(e1)

c11 ] + a21Db21−1 [sig(e1)
c21 ] (41)

Eq. (39) will remain the FONTSM form as (13) when a21 − s1(Db21−1 [sig(e1)
c21 ])−1 > 0. Conse-

quently, the system trajectory will converge persistently toward FONTSM (13) until
∣∣Db21−1 [sig(e1)

c21 ]
∣∣

≤ a−1
21 Φ. Based on Lemma 2 and p = ∞, we have

ess sup
∣∣Db21−1 [sig(e1)

c21 ]
∣∣ ≤ H1ess sup |e1|c21 (42)

where ess sup f (x) denotes the essential maximum values of the function f (x). For simplicity, |e1|c21
max is

used in this paper to denote ess sup |e1|c21 .

Combining
∣∣Db21−1 [sig(e1)

c21 ]
∣∣ ≤ ess sup

∣∣Db21−1 [sig(e1)
c21 ]

∣∣ and Eq. (42), we get
∣∣Db21−1 [sig(e1)

c21 ]
∣∣

≤ H1 |e1|c21
max. Then, a bounded time-varying variable ϕ ≥ 1 in introduced so that we have∣∣Db21−1 [sig(e1)

c21 ]
∣∣ = ϕ−1H1 |e1|c21

max (43)

Considering
∣∣Db21−1 [sig(e1)

c21 ]
∣∣ ≤ a−1

21 Φ, we have ϕ−1H1 |e1|c21
max ≤ a−1

21 Φ. Hence, the trajectory error
e1 will be finite-time bounded as

|e1| ≤ |e1|max ≤ (a−1
21 ΦϕH−1

1 )1/c21 (44)

Similarly, we can conclude
∣∣Db11 [sig(e1)

c11 ]
∣∣ ≤ a−1

11 Φ. Then, combining (13) and
∣∣Db21−1 [sig(e1)

c21 ]
∣∣

≤ a−1
21 Φ, we have

|ė1| ≤ |s1| + ∣∣a11Db11 [sig(e1)
c11 ]

∣∣ + ∣∣a21Db21−1 [sig(e1)
c21 ]

∣∣ = 3Φ (45)

Lastly, the overall system stability is demonstrated and the tracking errors will converge as (44)
and (45) in finite-time.

5 Simulation Demonstrations
5.1 Setup

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our designed controller, we molded the cable-driven aerial
manipulator in MATLAB/SIMSCAPE and performed two visualization simulations. In the following
simulations, the quadrotor is hovering, as shown in Fig. 5, and the cable-driven manipulator is
controlled to track the given signals by different controllers. Considering the different disturbances
faced by cable-driven aerial manipulator such as gust of wind, flexible deformation of cable, and
mechanical vibration, various disturbances defined later are added into the simulation. Meanwhile,
the conventional linear active disturbance rejection control (LADRC) [48] and the FNTSMC [49] are
adopted to compare the control performance with our proposed one. The parameters of the three
controllers were adjusted in SIMULINK and the final selected values are shown in Table 1.
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Figure 5: Visualization simulation in MATLAB/SIMSCAPE

Table 1: The values of the controller’s parameters

Controllers Values

Proposed M1 = 0.01, a11 = 1.5, a21 = 1.5, b11 = 0.05, b21 = 0.99, c11 = 0.85, c21 = 0.99
η11 max = 100, η11 min = 1, θ11 = 60, θ21 = 30, θ31 = 0.5, wo11 = 1800
M2 = 0.04, a12 = 1.3, a22 = 1, b12 = 0.5, b22 = 0.7, c12 = 0.7, c22 = 0.7
η12 max = 80, η22 min = 1, θ12 = 80, θ22 = 30, θ32 = 0.5, wo22 = 1300

LADRC ωc1 = 26, ωc2 = 78, ωo1 = 380, ωo2 = 160
FNTSMC α1 = 3.5, β1 = 1.6, k11 = 2, k21 = 1, ω1 = 200

α2 = 4, β2 = 1.6, k12 = 2, k22 = 1, ω2 = 100

5.2 Results
1) Simulation 1: In the first simulation case, for validating the effectiveness of our control method,

the cable-driven manipulator is controlled to track sinusoidal reference trajectories without payload.
And a disturbance τd = 0.1 sin(2πt) Nm is adopted for the cable-driven manipulator. Finally, the
obtained simulation outcomes are shown in Fig. 6.

(a)

Figure 6: (Continued)
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(b)

(c)

Figure 6: Compare results of simulation 1: (a) trajectory tracking of joints, (b) trajectory tracking
errors, (c) control efforts

The Figs. 6a and 6b show the angular tracking of joints and the tracking errors among the
three methods. As can be seen from the outcomes, all three methods can guarantee satisfied control
performance under high nonlinearities and time-varying disturbances. Thanks to AST and FONTSM
schemes, our proposed controller can achieve faster convergence speed and higher tracking accuracy
than the other two. Fig. 6c shows the comparison of control efforts, it is obvious that the FNTSMC
exists chattering phenomenon. With the LESO compensation, the designed controller can minimize
chattering and ensure smooth control torques. What’s more, the designed controller is model-free and
can be easily applied in the practical application by utilizing the LESO scheme.

2) Simulation 2: In the second simulation, the cable-driven manipulator is controlled to track a
signal designed by Cycloidal [50]. Gaussian noise with an amplitude of 0.1 Nm is added and a 50 g
payload is brought into the manipulator to test the robustness of our controller. The results are given
in Fig. 7.

As shown in Fig. 7, all the controllers can track the desired signal under noise and 50 g payload.
Nevertheless, the control performance of our scheme is still the best among the three controllers, which
greatly verifies its robustness. Additionally, our controller can still achieve smooth controller efforts
which is beneficial to motors.

Overall, the effectiveness and superiority of our method have clearly been proved through the
above simulations. The proposed controller can converge quickly and track accurately due to AST and
FONTSM schemes. Moreover, benefiting from LESO scheme, the control efforts of designed strategy
are continued and nonsingular while without chattering.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7: Compare results of simulation 2: (a) trajectory tracking of joints, (b) trajectory tracking
errors, (c) control efforts

6 Experimental Demonstrations
6.1 Setup

For further validating the control performance of our designed controller practically, we per-
formed ground experiments with a platform as shown in Fig. 8. All drive motors and accompanying
drivers are RoboMaster M2006 and RoboMaster C610, respectively. They are all placed in the base
to minimize inertia during motion. The reduction ration, rated speed, and rated torque of the motor
are 36:1, 500 rpm and 1 Nm, respectively. The encoder installed at the joint is AMT102-V, and its
resolution is 0.044°. Similarly, the LADRC and FNTSMC are adopted to compare with our scheme,
and they are all executed by x Pc system with a PCI6225e board. In the experiment, the reference
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trajectory of the two joints was set as a Cycloidal signal, and the sampling frequency was set to 1 kHz.
The controller parameters are selected according to Table 1 and the experiment results are shown in
Fig. 9.

Figure 8: Ground test platform

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 9: (Continued)
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(c) 

Figure 9: Compare results of experiment: (a) trajectory tracking of joints, (b) trajectory tracking errors,
(c) control efforts

6.2 Results
As shown in Figs. 9a and 9b, q1 and q2 can still effectively track the desired signal with three

controllers in experiment. Meanwhile, our control methodology can achieve the best tracking perfor-
mance. Nevertheless, there is a large tracking error at the joint reversal, which may be caused by the
loosening and tightening of the cable when the joint is reversed. Furtherly, the root-mean-square-error
(RMSE) and the Maximum error (MAE) are adopted to quantify the trajectory tracking errors of the
two joints, as shown in Table 2. To specific, the RMSE of joint 1 decreases 42.9% and 58.8% when
compared to the LADRC and FNTSMC, while the MAE reduces 55.6% and 72.8%. The RMSE of
joint 2 decreases 37.9% and 50.8% while the MAE reduces 43.1% and 58.6%.

Table 2: RMSE and MAE values of angular tracking error in experiment

Controller
RMSE MAE

e1 e2 e1 e2

Proposed 0.4719 0.4628 0.6685 0.8779
LADRC 0.8261 0.7449 1.5066 1.5438
FNTSMC 1.1177 0.9398 2.4565 2.1174

Finally, Fig. 9c shows the control torque of the two joints. It is obvious that the torque of LADR
and FNTSMC exist discontinuous control torque, which is mainly due to the existence of the flexibility
of the cable. Nevertheless, LESO makes it possible to effectively estimate and compensate these
disturbances, and the AST operator can also effectively suppress the chattering phenomenon. So, our
proposed control manner offers smooth control effort with a significant elimination of the chattering
phenomena.

Generally speaking, the experiment outcomes are highly match with the above visualization
simulation, verifying the effectiveness and comprehensive control performance of the controller we
proposed.
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7 Conclusions

This article presents a novel robust controller for joint-space tracking control of a cable-driven
aerial manipulator, which is used to realize remote sampling task at the drain mouth. Because of
the adoption of the cable-driven scheme, all drive motors are installed at the manipulator base,
which reduces energy consumption and dynamic coupling effect. Then, the proposed controller is
developed from LESO and AST-FONTSMC. The AST-FONTSMC guarantees fast convergence
and high accuracy while avoiding both singularity and chattering issues. What’s more, the utilization
of LESO enhances the control performance of our designed strategy and makes it model-free.
Next, the convergence and stability of our controller are proved through Lyapunov method. Lastly,
the comparative simulations and experiments results between proposed controller and the other
controllers, such as the LADRC and the FNTSMC, prove the superiority of the designed scheme
in achieving comprehensive control performance under the lumped disturbances.

In future works, the complex coupling effect between quadrotor and cable-driven manipulator
will be further investigated and a hybrid control strategy for the cable-driven aerial manipulator will
be designed. Additionally, actual water sampling tests will also be performed outdoors for verifying
the effectiveness of designed strategy.
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